1 While it is possible to read the second half as a long line followed by a short one, with "I will punish" governing two paralleled objects, this hardly makes it poetry: the rhythm is not persuasive and the convoluted construct chain in the first half is most unpoetic. Turning next, then, to vv. 10-11, opinions differ between those who think that both are secondary and those who think that v. 11 could be original. The syntax of the two verses is not clear, but in my opinion it seems best to treat them as two parts of a single sentence.
As the text stands,2 v. 10 cannot sensibly be construed as a complete sentence ("As I have struck . . . so their images . . ."); the second line must therefore be a compressed circumstantial clause.3 Verse 11 must therefore be the apodosis of v. 10, with the comparative element ‫)כאשר(‬ repeated in order to add greater specificity: "as my hand has struck out against the idol kingdoms-in fact, as I have acted specifically against Samaria-so I will act against Jerusalem." The construction is complicated, however, by the fact that the apodosis adds ‫הלא‬ at the beginning, so that the resumptive element is not identical, as would normally be expected. In addition, v. 11 could be construed very well as an independent sentence. The flow between the two verses is thus far from obviously smooth. One solution4 is to resort to paraphrase by way of a slight expansion
